PRESS RELEASE
MEN&MICE ANNOUNCES INTEGRATION WITH runIP TO TRANSFORM NETWORK MANAGEMENT
The runIP DDI Platform integration optimizes the efficiency and value of DDI investments for
customers all over the world
Reykjavik, Iceland, 27th October – Men&Mice, an expert in network management, announced today
that its flagship DNS, DHCP and IP Address Management (DDI) solution, Micetro 10.0, will now
integrate with the N3K runIP Platform. N3K is a leading specialist for DDI solutions and services in
Germany. More than half of all DAX companies are relying on N3K products and services.
The runIP DDI Platform is proven and widely used worldwide where it provides an efficient solution
for roll-out, configuration, patching and upgrades of DNS and DHCP servers. In tandem with Micetro,
the runIP DDI Platform will optimise the efficiency and value of DDI investments. Men&Mice joins BT
DiamondIP and Nokia VitalQIP in integrating with the runIP DDI Platform.
“Through establishing an integration with Micetro 10.0 for the runIP DDI Platform, we can offer our
customers accessibility to other leading DDI solutions, as well as comprehensive vision into their DNS
and DHCP services,” said Alexander Häcker, CEO of the N3K-Group. “This bundles the power of both
solutions to provide a robust tool for enterprise network management.”
This integration ensures that Micetro customers receive integrated, comprehensive, and real-time
monitoring of DNS and DHCP services and operating systems, as well as extensive long-term statistics.
In addition, customers can review performance graphs for CPU or RAM utilisation and statistics on
DNS or DHCP requests, as well as proven DNS-Security functionalities.
This partnership will allow N3K runIP DDI Platform customers to make the most of Micetro’s
automation-enabled and comprehensive DDI orchestration solution for their enterprise network,
ensuring sustainable network management to help companies be more efficient, connected, and
secure.
“We are proud to partner with one of the leading innovators in the European network management
space,” said Magnus Bjornsson, CEO of Men&Mice. “The integration with the runIP DDI Platform will
provide our customers with both the superb network efficiency benefits of Micetro and the holistic
vision and support that the runIP platform provides.”
About Men&Mice
Men&Mice has been at the forefront of developing sustainable and scalable IP infrastructure solutions
for 30 years. The vision of sustainable networking is to use all your existing network infrastructure
resources, both effectively and securely, and perform risk-free and simple migrations when it's time
to replace the resources. This enables enterprises to stay efficient, connected and secure. Micetro is
Men&Mice’s flagship product, a world-class orchestration solution that supports the ever-evolving
requirements of enterprise network operators, from on-premise corporate networks to private and
multiclouds networks, automation, edge, and AI. Drawing inspiration from their geographical location
midway between the USA and Europe, Men&Mice provides a unique perspective on network
management challenges that medium-to-large global enterprises face.
For more information, visit https://www.menandmice.com

